In his new book "Erosie - Part Of Rebellion #3," the author C100 presents the work of a leading European street artist. The Dutch graffiti artist Erosie is known for his smart, clever typographic graffiti. Check out some of his latest stunning artwork in the gallery above, like his new poster "You Have One New Message." Erosie's works truly touch the mind; his method of gambling with letters and colors is really impressive. Artists and businesses can stand out to consumers by incorporating intelligent design into the graffiti art and creating unusual and bold imagery. The rising popularity of typography and graphic design has created a wide market of consumers interested in this new art form.

5.4. Score. The book about street art, by C100. Duel Artist: Arno Pinoud Tape Brussels (Belgium), 2006 Arno: Realised for a show in the city. There was 10 interventions in different places. It was like a special tour of the city from the first intervention to the last one. The idea was to impulse a new rhythm, a new way of using the streets (graphically and physically). Tennis Artist: Arno Pinoud Tape Lyon (France), 2004 Arno: Realised for a show in my flat during a day. What started with an absurd sticker he created in 1989 while studying at the Rhode Island School of Design has since evolved into a worldwide street art campaign, as well as an acclaimed body of fine art www.obeygiant.com Sixeart www.sixeart.net Skewville www.skewville.org Ski. In the early 80s Ski had one of the first conceptual graffiti artists. See what's new with book lending at the Internet Archive. The art of rebellion: world of streetart. Item Preview. remove-circle. Share or Embed This Item. Share to Twitter. Share to Facebook. Share to Reddit. Because I bought Art of Rebellion 2 first, I was surprised to find that the first edition was much smaller than I expected. It's only about A5 size, soft cover compared to the hardback no.2. Go for two. It's much better. Read more.

One person found this helpful. Stencil Pirates and Street Logos are way better books. Buy those before you buy this one. If you have a little cash to burn then buy this book. The breadth of street artists featured in The Art of Rebellion III is impressive to say the least. There are interesting pieces by well known artists such as Blu, Nick Walker, Shephard Fairey, Paul Insect, Zevs, Escif and Zevs but also some focus on less well known artists which is good to see. As you'd expect with from a publication like this, the quality of the photography throughout is excellent. Another nice touch is that the book gives details of where to find out more information on each of the street artists featured. London is represented in the book by the likes of Paul Insect, Conor H...